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Abstract— Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) allows parties to compute the combine result of their individual data without
revealing their data to others. Secure sum computation is one of the important tool of the SMC. On SMC many eminent
researchers give their protocols especially in secure sum computation, researchers show their interest. In this paper we provide
unique hybrid protocol for secure sum computation which is the combination of Ideal and Real Model. This protocol provides
zero data leakage means it is completely secure. If two or more than two parties including third party (TP) become malicious
cannot hack or trace the data of any other parties, who were participating in this computation. With the help of Hybrid model we
are enhancing the security of the computation and maintaining the privacy of the data. In this paper, we analyzed the
computational and communicational complexity and found that both the complexities are O (n).
Keywords- Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC); Third Party (TP); Secure Sum Protocol; Hybrid.

I.

third party. Both do computation at their end according to
algorithm proposed.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Secure Multiparty computation problem is not a problem of
single party as the name itself says it is the problem of multiple
parties’ i.e. n parties. In SMC problem, n parties want to
compute their private data or function as input in secure mode
means data of individual party cannot be disclose or reveal to
other and correct result is computed. During secure sum
computation security is required because it may be possible
some of the parties act as malicious and misuse other parties’
data. In secure sum computation at present there are two
models Ideal model and Real model, secure sum concept uses
real model.
In Ideal model third party perform computation we assume
that it is trusted and whole computation is done by Trusted
Third Party (TTP), parties send their data in secure mode to
TTP. Numbers of protocols are proposed by researchers for this
model. Other than this Real model don’t use TTP for
computation. Computation is done by parties itself, Party share
their data with each other in secure mode i.e. party either
encrypt their data or splits their data in segments many more
techniques are proposed by many researchers for sharing data
with each other or with TTP in both the models.
There are so many practical examples where privacy of data
is main concern. One of them is in insurance companies, when
they want to calculate how many persons are insured and don’t
want to reveal their number of customers. With the secure sum
computation total number of persons insured is calculated. Our
proposed Hybrid model is inspired with both the real and ideal
models. In Hybrid model computation is done by parties and

LITERATURE SURVEY

SMC problem was introduced by Yao in 1982[1]. He
proposed well known millionaire problem. In this problem two
millionaires wanted to know who is richer among them without
disclosing their wealth to each other. The solution provided by
Yao was for semi honest. Semi honest parties’ means they want
to know other information also. Then Clifton et al introduce
tools for privacy preserving distributed data mining [13]. He
gave four efficient methods for privacy preserving computation
that can be used to support data mining. All four are not truly
secure multiparty computation. Secure Sum is one o them and
it is secure multiparty computation. The SMC problem is
further extended by Goldrich et al [4]. They used circuit
evaluation protocols for secure computation. All these are the
theoretical aspects of SMC. After theoretical studies few
practical problems of SMC was introduced i.e. Privacy
information retrieval problem (PIR), Privacy preserving
Statistical analysis, Privacy Preserving Scientific Computation,
Privacy preserving Data Mining, Privacy Preserving Geometric
Computation etc. In PIR problem there is a client and a server,
client want to hack the ith it from the server without letting
know I to server and server does not want that client ever know
the binary sequence. Beside this, Lindall et al [2] and Agrawal
et al [3] respectively provide cryptographic technique and
solutions for SMC and for mining association rule, provide fast
and secure algorithm. For routing and other related problems
Atallah et al [11] gave their contribution to secure multiparty
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computation geometry. Through PORTIA project of Rebecca
Wright some of the problems of SMC and privacy preserving
data mining got the solution. Many eminent researchers
provided their views and solutions of problems for SMC.
After all this new researchers came in light with their new ideas
and concepts for SMC. Mishra et al [15] worked and gave
many protocols for ideal model of SMC. They gave
multilayered protocols. In starting they proposed two layered
architecture and protocol for implementation. The improved
version of two layered protocol is three layered protocol. In this
protocol third layer is added between participating parties’
layer and third party layer called anonymizer layer. The
purpose of anonymizer layer is to hide the identity or
information of the parties from the third party. Then this three
layer protocol is improves by four layered protocol in which
packet layer was added. This packet layer is added for
providing security to the data from the intruders and malicious
parties or activities; this is helpful if third party is not trusted.
After this Sheikh et al [16] worked on the real model of
SMC. In which they proposed many protocols for secure sum
computation. In these protocols they used random numbers for
privacy of input data of individual parties. Individual party
input data is divided into number of segments so that data
leakage reduces. The number of data segments is inversely
propotional to the leakage of data.
There are some loop holes and constraints in previous works
to remove those problems we proposed a new protocol which is
the combination of two, ideal model and real model, named as
Hybrid model. We extend secure sum computation with Hybrid
model to increase security and privacy of data.
III.

segments and with each segment parties add different random
number.
Steps:
1. Each party send its sum of first segment D11, D21,
D13,….Dn1 and random no. r11, r21, r31…..rn1 to third
party.
2. (i) Third party do sum of all the first segments
received from all the parties P1, P2, P3….Pn i.e. S.
(ii) Third party send sum S to party P1.
3. Party Pi subtracts its random no. ri1 and add its
second segment Di2 and its random no. ri2 and then
send sum to next party Pi+1. This step repeat till i=n.
4. Party Pn send sum S to Pn-1.
5. Party Pn-1 subtracts its random no. ri2 and add its third
segment Di3 and its random no. ri3 and send sum to
previous party Pi-1. This step repeat till i=1
6. Party P1 send sum S to TP and TP send this sum to
Pn.
7. Party Pn subtracts its random no. rn2 and add its third
segment Dn3 and send sum to Pn-1.
8. Party Pi-1 subtracts its random no. ri3 and send sum to
Pi-2. Repeat this step till i=1.
9. Party P1 sends sum S to TP.
10. Third party TP broadcast the sum S to P1, P2,
P3,….Pn.
V.

ARCHITECTURE FOR HYBRID TECHNIQUE OF SECURE
SUM COMPUTATION

PROPOSED HYBRID TECHNIQUE OF SECURE SUM
PROTOCOL

The proposed Methodology is concept of secure Sum
computation. In our protocol other than existing model
protocols different idea is proposed which is the combination
of Ideal and Real model, named Hybrid model. In this protocol
n parties and one third party exist. N Parties compute the Sum
of their data with the help of third party. Third party is not
trusted so for privacy and security of data, data is divided into
segments. Segment of the data is done on the parties side, no
method is proposed for the segmentation of data, it is on party
how they divide their data in segments only number of
segments is previously announced . All party divides their data
in three segments. Computation of these segments is done by
communication between parties and third party. For more
security and privacy random numbers are added with the
segments. After computation of sum result is announced by
third party to all the parties.
IV.

Figure 1: Hybrid Secure Sum Architecture
VI.

FORMAL DESCRIPTION

Sum Protocol Algorithm
1. Assume P1, P2, P3,….Pn are n parties involved in
Hybrid secure computation.
2. Each party divides its data Di in three segments Di1,
Di2 & Di3 and division of data in segments will be
decided by parties itself, where i= 1,2,3…n.

INFORMAL DESCRIPTION

In this protocol Hybrid model of secure Sum Computation
is proposed as shown in figure 1. In Hybrid model third party
and individual parties both do computation partially at their
end. In this protocol each party divides its data in three
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3.

4.

5.
6.

Each party decide three random no. ri1,ri2,ri3 for each
segment except nth party. Nth party has only two
random nos. rn1& rn2 for first two segments.
For i=1 to n
n
S= ∑(Di1+ri1)
i=1
TP send sum S to party P1.
for i= 1 to n

In first round computation at TP= 1
In second round computation on all the parties clockwise i.e.
P1 to Pn= n
In third round computation on all the parties anticlockwise i.e.
P(n-1) to P1= (n-1)
In fourth round computation on all the parties anticlockwise Pn
to P1= n
On adding all the values obtain in each round we get:
1+n+(n-1)+n= 3n
3n is the computation complexity of our protocol.

S= [(S-ri1)+(Di2+ri2)]
7.
8.

Communication complexity is (4n+1).
The communication and computation complexity of our
protocol is O (n).

nth party send Sum S to (n-1)th party.
for i= n-1 to 1

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE:

S= [(S-ri2)+(Di3+ri3)]
9. Party P1 send sum S to third Party TP.
10. TP send sum S to nth party.
11. for i= n to 1
Begin
If i= n
Then
S= [(S-ri2) + (Di3)]
// S is a global
variable

In this paper we suggest a new model for secure sum
computation. New model is combination of previous models
i.e. ideal model and real model we named it as Hybrid Model.
In hybrid model computation of input data of individual
parties is computed with the help of parties and third party.
Parties and third party both do computation at their end and
final result is broadcast by third party to all the parties.

Else
S= [(S-ri3)]
12. Party P1 send final Sum S to TP.
13. TP broadcast sum S to all the parties.
VII. ANALYSIS OF HYBRID TECHNIQUE OF SECURE SUM
COMPUTATION:
Case I: If any party and third party become malicious.
If any one party and third party collude party can know only
data of itself and third party knows the segment of party by
whom it colludes. There is no other way of knowing the input
data of other parties.
Figure 2: Computational Complexity

Case II: If any two parties collude:
If any two parties collude they can’t get the data of other
parties because data is divided into segments and each
segment is secure with random number added in each round.

Our protocol is completely secure which give zero data
leakage. In case any party becomes malicious or two parties
collude then too the secure computation is possible without
data leakage. Malicious parties cannot identify or calculate the
actual data or segment in any round of algorithm; they only
get some computed part of data by which no relevant
information is retrieved.
Our protocol is complex because of security and privacy
constraints due to which computation and communication
complexity increases. The computation and communication
complexity is O (n).
In future we try to reduce the complexity of our protocol
without affecting the security and privacy of input data.

Case III: When all the parties are honest including third
party.
When all the parties are honest including third party the
protocol did not need so many rounds and addition of random
numbers. The sum can be obtain in single round. But it is a
ideal condition that’s why our protocol has so many rounds
and in each round of communication we perform addition and
subtraction of random numbers. Due to which communication
and computation complexity increases for computation of
correct result. This is costly and time consuming protocol.
Computation complexity is
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